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RE: Invitation to Comment - Accounting for Stock-Based Compensation:
A Comparison ofFASB Statement No. 123, Accountingfor Stock-Based
Compensation, and its Related Interpretations, and IASB Proposed
IFRS, Share-based Payment - Issued November 18, 2002
To Whom It May Concern:
This letter presents the comments of Frederic W. Cook & Co., Inc. in regard to the above
referenced Invitation to Comment.
Frederic W. Cook & Co. provides consulting assistance to corporations in developing
compensation plans for their executives and key employees. Formed in 1973, we have served
over 1,300 clients from offices in New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles.
Our objective is to add value to our clients' compensation programs through an independent
viewpoint that balances the design and competitive level of compensation with its resulting
impact on shareholder-value creation. Our consultants are widely recognized as experts in the
field of equity-based compensation. As such, we believe we are strongly qualified to comment
on the F ASB Invitation to Comment. Our comments are structured by reference to the issues for
respondents in Appendix B ofthe Invitation to Comment.

Issue 1:
Response:

Should broad-based Employee Stock Purchase Plans (ESPPs) which meet certain
standards continued to be exempted?
Yes. Both the IASB proposal (no exclusions) and FASB Statement 123 (only 5%
discount at purchase permitted to be noncompensatory) should be rejected. The
compensation profession strongly urges the F ASB to preserve the existing
noncompensatory exemption for broad-based plans in paragraph 4 of Opinion 25
in any new stock option accounting standard.
Our reasons are twofold. First, the existing exemption has caused no concerns,
raised no controversy, is of de minimis dilutive effect, and is not part of the
current debate on employee stock option efficacy. These ESPPs and a11-

employee options are benign productivity incentives, approved by shareholders
for the purpose of incentive alignment, not compensation.

Issue 2(a):

Response:

Second, the IASB makes a big deal about consistency which is ironic since both
the IASB and the FASB proposals would maintain a blatant and discriminatory
inconsistency between employee stock options and convertible securities which
have option features but for which no expense [to our knowledge1is recorded on
income statements. So, until consistency becomes an overriding accounting
objective for all similar transactions, there is no reason to discriminate against
broad-based plans, when the real objective is behavioral modification for
executive options.
Should FASB mandate use of an option-pricing model for measurement
purposes? If not, what other approaches do you believe would provide more
consistent and reliable estimates of the fair value of employee stock options
granted and why?
All option-pricing models were developed for short-lived transferable options
which trade in the public markets. Thus, their accuracy can be verified and
modifications made. Such is not the case with employee stock options which
have different characteristics than public options. There exists no option-pricing
model for employee stock options that recognizes these differences to our
knowledge. Both the IASB and F ASB propose using option-pricing models
developed for publicly traded options to estimate the "fair value" at grant of
employee options for expense recognition purposes, with only two modifications
to reflect the special characteristics of employee options:
1.

Adjustments for forfeiture

2.

Use of "expected" option term, to recognize nontransferability

These adjustments do not fully reflect the negative characteristics of employee
options, which include:
1.

Option is forfeitable until vested -- recognized in adjustment 1 above

2.

Option is not exercisable until vested -- recognized in European call
valuation models, such as Black-Scholes

3.

Option is nontransferable, and once exercised, dies -- addressed by
adjustment 2 above, but insufficiently (see later discussion)

4.

Option term is truncated if employee terminates after vesting -- recognized
by adjustment 2 above, but insufficiently (see later discussion)

5.

Miscellaneous -- blackout periods, stock holding requirements, noncompete and forfeiture requirements

Option-pricing models do not purport to measure the cost to the company of
granting options to employees. There is no "cost" per se that can be measured.
Nor do they purport to measure the value of the options to the recipient. We are
told by accounting professionals that this is irrelevant for accounting purposes.
Rather, option-pricing models purport to measure the amount of cash forgone to
the company by granting options to employees rather than selling them in the
market. This forgone cash, then, becomes the "expense" recognized for the
option in the income statement. Yet no evidence is offered, or claim made, that
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option-pricing models, as adjusted, measure what investors (or employees)
would be willing to pay for options with characteristics similar to employee
stock options.
We believe option-pricing models, as adjusted, overstate the "fair value" of
employee options and, thus, the amount of cash forgone by not selling them in
the market. "Fair," as in fair value, means fair to both the buyer and seller.
"Value," as in fair value, means a price at which numerous willing sellers and
buyers would agree to trade similar instruments: Since a buyer will not pay
more than the perceived value to him or her, investors' (or employees')
perception of the value to employees is relevant to the issue of "fair value."
In addition to the special characteristics of employee options enumerated above
that reduce their value vs. traded options, employees themselves bring certain
attributes to the value exchange that result in afurther lowering of the "fair
value" of employee options:
1.

Employees tend to be risk averse

2.

They are already over concentrated in their employer's stock

3.

They cannot hedge their option position

4.

They tend not to be sophisticated investors able to pick "highs" in their
stock
-

Thus, volatility is of less value to employees than public investors

(See "Stock Options for Undiversified Executives" by Brian J. Hall and Kevin J.
Murphy)
It is true that compensation professionals apply option-pricing models to
employee options in their work. But this is primarily for the purpose of
comparing options granted in one company to a group of peers or the market as a
whole, not for determining the real value to employees. In fact, when converting
option values to real compensation, it is reasonably common to apply a
significant haircut to option values determined using option-pricing models.
The major difference between employee options and traded options is that
employee options are nontransferable. Except for death, they may be exercised
only by the employee. They may not be sold to someone else. And once
exercised, they die. The FASB' s and IASB' s answer to this difference is to
simply allow use of "expected" life, rather than contractual life, of the option in
measuring "fair value." But this does not adequately account for the loss of
remaining time value when the employee option is exercised before its end, as is
often the case. It measures the difference in time value between expected and
contractual life when the option is granted. But this is far less than theforgone
time value at the point of exercise when the option is exercised early.
Given the pervasive view that option-pricing models, as adjusted, overestimate
the "fair value" of employee options, we see the FASB as having three choices:
I.

Sponsor development of an option-pricing model to more accurately
determine the "fair value" of employee options

2.

Permit further adjustments to market-based option-pricing models to reduce
the "value gap" for employee options
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3.

Issue 2(b):

See our response to Issue 2(d) below, or

Abandon the goal of measuring the "fair value" of employee options as
unachievable in the absence of a public market for employee options.
Instead, adopt the "minimum option value method" (MOVM) which
clearly and simply measures the value of allowing the employee to delay
payment of the option's exercise price, risk free.

The problem with the fair value approach proposal by both the FASB and the
IASB is that it does not result in a "fair value" for an employee option at grant.
Thus, the objective of "leveling the playing field" between fixed-price options
and other forms of equity incentive will not be achieved. Practice will be biased
against options because few companies will be willing to incur an expense for a
form of compensation significantly greater than the value perceived by
recipients. Instead, the FASB and IASB will have been used by the behavioral
modificationists who want to see stock options killed as a form of employee
incentive.
If you agree that an accounting standard should mandate the use of an optionpricing model, do you believe that a particular model should be mandated? If so,
which model should be required to be used and why?

Response:

No particular option-pricing model should be mandated; provides flexibility as
new models evolve.

Issue 2(c):

If you agree that an accounting standard should not mandate the use of a
particular option-pricing model, do you believe that additional disclosures should
be made to improve the user's ability to compare the reported financial results of
different enterprises? If so, what types of additional information should be
required to be disclosed?

Response:

We support the additional disclosures required by the Proposed IFRS.

Issue 2(d):

What modifications to option pricing models should be made to improve the
consistency and reliability of measurement?
Here are our recommendations for alternative modifications to option pricing
models, or to their outcomes, to close the value gap and "improve the
consistency and reliability of measurement":

Response:

1.

Cap volatility for individual stocks at industry norms; further reduce "fair
value" outcomes for maximum term by a predetermined 40% to recognize
all the miscellaneous negative characteristics of employee options vs. traded
options

2.

Use vesting date as the expected option term

3.

Measure "fair value" using maximum contractual term, and expense such
value over the vesting period as proposed. But then allow an adjustment to
income at option exercise or expiration for the "fair value" of the option at
that point less intrinsic value (i.e., option gain realized), if any

4.

Eliminate the highest 1% of the valuation scenarios of market-based optionpricing models on the assumption that they are not likely to be achieved but
have a disproportionate effect on the resulting estimates, particularly of
high-volatility stocks
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Issue 2(e):

Do you believe that additional guidance for selecting the factors used in optionpricing models is necessary to provide added consistency and comparability of
reported results? If so, what types of guidance should be provided and in which
areas?

Response:

We do not think additional guidance is necessary; the additional disclosures
required by the Proposed IFRS should improve consistency and reliability.

Issue 3:

Should there be different measurement dates for equity instruments granted to
employees and nonemployees?

Response:

No, there is no reason to distinguish the measurement dates for equity grants to
employees and nonemployees. EITF 96-18 never made sense and should be
overturned.

Issue 4:

Should the fair value of equity awards granted to nonemployees that include
perfonnance conditions be measured as of the grant date?

Response:

Yes, the same as for employees (see our response to Issues 5 & 6). All equity
grants should be valued as of the grant date (IASB approach). Changes in the
value of an equity instrument after the grant date are on account of an equity
interest, not compensation.

Issue 5:

Is the notion of "issuance" (FASB approach) conceptually of importance in the
design of a standard on stock-based compensation?

Response:

No, we favor the IASB's approach which focuses on the fact that an equity
instrument exists as of the grant date, and its value does not change based on
whether or not conditions for vesting are met. We agree with the IASB that
equity instruments should not be remeasured at a vesting date. This conclusion
also drives our response to Issues 6 & 7.

Issue 6:

Should an equity instrument subject to vesting or other perfonnance conditions
be deemed issued, as defined by Statement 123, at the grant date?

Response:

Yes, see our response to Issue 5. Estimates of the probability of vesting, both
with respect to continued employment requirements and perfonnance earnout,
can be reasonably made as of the grant date, and then need not be "trued up"
based on actual vesting (IASB approach), except as recommended in our
response to Issue 12.

Issue 7:

Should the effect of forfeiture be incorporated into the estimate of "fair value,"
as proposed by IASB, or should reversals of prior accrued expense be permitted
when forfeitures occur (SFAS 123 approach)?

Response:

Yes, see our response to Issue 6. The effect of forfeiture should be incorporated
into estimates of "fair value" at grant (lASB approach). And then reversals of
prior accrued expense should not be pennitted when forfeitures caused by
Of course,
employment tennination actually occur (lASB approach).
unamortized expense should be cancelled as of any reporting period in which
forfeiture occurs.

Issue 8:

Should failure of an equity holder to satisfY conditions required to earn an award
affect recognized compensation expense?

Response:

No, if the failure relates to employment tennination (see our response to Issue
7). Yes, if the failure relates to failure to meet a perfonnance condition (see our
response to Issue 12).
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Issue 9:

Response:

Should nonpublic entities be permitted to use the "minimum option value
method" to measure fair value (F ASB approach), or should they be required to
include estimates of volatility in their fair value measurements (IASB approach)?
(Note, we have rephrased the issue to be more descriptive of differences between
Statement 123 and the IASB's Exposure Draft). We recommend the FASB reject
the IASB's approach to nonpublic entities and stick with the "minimum value
method" for measuring option values in nonpublic entities. Since the stocks of
nonpublic entities do not trade, their prices have no volatility. For the IASB to
require companies to use an estimated volatility to value their options when no
volatility exists is illogical and contrived.
As described in our response to Issue 2(a), we believe option-pricing models
overstate the "fair value" of employee options in part because value is driven
heavily by volatility, and employees are less likely and able to "profit" from high
volatility than traders in public options. Consequently, we believe the MOVM
would produce a more reasonable and realistic estimate of the "fair value" of
employee options for both public and nonpublic entities than any existing
option-pricing model.

Issue 10:

Response:

Which is the preferable method to accrue grant date compensation expense over
the vesting period: the service-based method (F ASB approach) or the units-ofservice method (IASB approach)?
The units-of-service method seems conceptually superior but is extremely
difficult to understand and explain, hence undermining credibility. Since the
FASB's service-based method has caused no practice problems and is well
accepted, we recommend it be retained.

Issue 11:

If you support the IASB' s units-of-service attribution method, do you believe it
ascribes an appropriate value to services received prior to forfeiture?

Response:

No response because do not support IASB method.

Issue 12:

Should the actual outcome of performance awards affect total compensation
expense (FASB approach) or not?
Yes, actual outcomes of performance-based equity grants should affect total
compensation expense. Specifically, an estimate of the probability of meeting
any performance vesting conditions should be incorporated into the value
determination at grant, just like forfeiture estimates for continued-employment
conditions. Then, these grant-value estimates per share should not be "trued up"
based on actual outcomes (see our response to Issue 6). However, there should
be an adjustment at vesting for the actual number of shares earned (or
fotjeited) based on the performance outcomes.

Response:

Many plans have earnout ranges of 0-200% of the initial shares grant. And some
company's boards use discretion to determine the extent to which performance
goals are met. Without a requirement to reconcile actual shares issued to prior
accruals, we could have the bizarre outcome of employees receivingfar more or
far less shares than had been recorded as expense. The result would be to
exacerbate swings in operating earnings and to reduce the reliability of reported
earnings. An analogy to the IASB's approach would be to require that accruals
of target bonus arnounts not be reconciled to actual bonuses paid because the
company got the services from the employees anyway.
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Issue 13:

When the expected life of an employee option runs beyond the vesting period, do
you believe expense should be amortized over the option's expected life or do
you believe it is reasonable to amortize expense over the vesting period as is
proposed by both the F ASB and the IASB?

Response:

This issue could be better framed by asking why any value attributed to expected
life of the option beyond the vesting period is treated as compensation expense?
Our answer is that, since the employee's right to the option's gain is fully eamed
and accrued as of the vesting date, any delay in exercising is an investment
decision on the employee's part and does not relate to compensation for services.
Consequently, we recommend the FASB and lASH substitute vesting date for
expected option life in the option-pricing model assumptions.

Issue 14:

Do you believe the measurement-date criteria for equity transactions with
nonemployees in EITF Issue 96-18 accurately reflect the economics of the
transaction?

Response:

We have no interest or expertise in transactions with nonemployees. In our
response to Issue 3, we said grant date valuations should be used consistently.
Also, we believe grants to outside directors should be treated no differently than
grants to employees.

Issue 15:

Should the actual tax benefits received by employers in connection with equity
awards be recognized in the income statement (IASB approach) or not (FASB
approach)?

Response:

We favor the IASB's approach of recognizing actual tax benefits received,
whether more or less than the tax benefit based on the fair value at grant. This
reflects expense and cash flows that actually occur, and hence will result in more
representationally faithful and accurate income statements. The F ASB' s historic
approach of directly crediting to capital surplus realized tax benefits that exceed
recorded tax benefits is flawed and should be immediately abandoned.

Issue 16:

Do you believe that the additional disclosure requirements proposed by IASB, in
addition to those required by Statement 123, will be useful?
We do not believe the additional disclosures proposed by IASB, having to do
with how valuation estimates were arrived at and how actual outcomes differed
from estimates, offer useful or important information to investors or other users
of financial statements. It is up to the auditors to watchdog the assumptions, not
investors.

Response:

The other information suggested in ~ 84-86 would be interesting but also not
useful or important. Simplified information which would be useful to investors
is (I) options/SARs granted each year as a percentage of average shares and
share equivalents outstanding during the year ("run rate"), (2) options/SARs
outstanding at year end as a percentage of total shares plus options outstanding
("overhang"), and (3) the dilutive effect of equity incentives on Basic EPS
(dollar amount per share and percentage).

Issue 17:

Please describe any additional disclosures that you believe should be required in
order to inform a user of financial statements about the economics of stock-based
compensation arrangements.

Response:

We are not aware of additional disclosures that would be useful to users of
financial statements.
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Issue AI:

Statement 123 distinguishes between a principal stockholder and a stockholder
for certain transactions, and the Proposed IFRS does not. Which view do you
support and why?

Response:

We support the position of the Proposed IFRS for the reasons set forth in the
Proposed IFRS.

Issue A2:

Do you believe that a probability-weighted average amount of the range should
be used when no amount in the range is better than any other? If so, why? If no,
what other amount within the range would you propose when no amount in the
range is better than any other? Why?

Response:

We believe a probability weighted average is conceptually superior to the
lowlhigh end of a range estimate for the reasons set forth in the Proposed IFRS.

Issue A3:

Have option-pricing techniques evolved sufficiently since Statement 123 was
issued to include "reload" features in the option's fair value at grant? If so,
should Statement 123's requirements (separate valuations of each reload grant)
be changed?
Yes, we understand reload valuation techniques have evolved sufficiently to
include the value of the reload at grant. But, we do not understand the technique
sufficiently to determine whether or not it is accurate.

Response:

There is a whole different way oflooking at reloads however. Instead oflooking
at the reload feature as an added value, let's think of an option without a reload
feature as of lesser value. A reload option has much more in common with a
tradable option than with an employee option. Specifically, a reload option
allows the holder to realize intrinsic value while preserving time value, which is
very similar (if not identical) to what happens when a transferable option is
traded before the end of its term.
Consequently, what we propose is that the value at grant of an option with
multiple reload features simply be the value determined by an option-pricing
model using the maximum option term.
Issue A4:

Do you believe there are circumstances in which an entity may not be able to
reasonably estimate the fair value of equity instruments at the grate date? If so,
please provide examples of such circumstances and describe how those equity
instruments should be accounted for until a reasonable estimate is determinable.

Response:

It would be reasonable to assume that there could be circumstances under which
it is not possible to estimate a grant date fair value, but we are not able to
identify any specific instances at this time.

Issue AS:

Do you believe there is a single grant date or multiple grant dates for the
preceding example? Why?

Response:

It appears there are multiple grant dates because the exercise price is not known
until the date of each grant.

Issue A6:

Should SARs be measured at fair value rather than intrinsic value? If so, why? If
not, why not?

Response:

We believe compensation cost for SARs paid in stock should be measured at fair
value for the reasons set forth in the Proposed IFRS.
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Issue A 7:

In accounting for equity award modifications, should be fair value of the original
award be calculated using (a) the shorter of the remaining expected life of the
original award or the expected life of the modified award or (b) the remaining
expected life ofthe original award? Why?

Response:

We support the Statement 123 methodology of using the shorter ofthe remaining
expected life of the original award or the expected life of the modified award;
such a provision may preclude the anomalous result of the modified award
having a fair value less than the original award.

Issue AS:

Do you believe that an accounting standard on stock-based compensation should
include provisions for distinguishing between repricing and other modifications
events? Why?

Response:

We see no reason for providing additional guidance; if it looks and smells like a
repricing, account for it as a repricing.

Issue A9:

Which method of accounting for settlements of unvested awards do you believe
is more representationally faithful and why?

Response:

We support the Proposed IFRS methodology for the reasons set forth in the
Proposed IFRS.

Issue AIO:

The Proposed IFRS considers certain factors, including past practice or a stated
policy of settling in cash, in evaluating how an entity should account for certain
contracts that can be settled in cash or equity, at the entity's option. Do you
agree with this view? If so, why? If not, why not?

Response:

We agree with the Proposed IFRS methodology for evaluating contracts that can
be settled in cash or stock for the reasons set forth in the Proposed IFRS.

Respectfully submitted,

Thomas M. Haines
For Frederic W. Cook & Co.
TMH:ml
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